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MoveNetwork.com’s New Web Page Now Features Moving Trucks

MoveNetwork.com is quickly becoming a big name for those who deal with anything moving
and they are now offering truck rental information on their website.

(PRWEB) January 02, 2014 -- MoveNetwork.com is quickly making a name for themselves. After launching
their new quote finder tool, they continue to drive visitors to their site with their brand new page featuring
moving trucks. According to their CEO, visitors can expect this pattern of new, useful moving tools to become
a constant fixture of MoveNetwork.com.

“We were founded with one goal in mind – making the moving process less stressful. We do that in a wide
variety of ways. For instance, we provide moving quote comparisons to visitors so that they can receive a
moving quote at absolutely no cost. There are no strings attached. Either they like a quote and choose to hire
that moving company, or they are free to find a moving company somewhere else. We saw how well that
worked and decided we needed to extend that service to moving trucks as well. Basically, we offer a wide
variety of moving trucks – from your basic minivan size to a giant truck that can move the entire contents of a
2,000 square foot home. So far, visitors have been extremely excited about this new page and we keep hearing
how it is making their move a whole lot simpler. That is all we really want to do, so we are very happy with the
moving trucks page’s success,” stated the CEO of MoveNetwork.

So, how does the new page work? It features a wide variety of moving trucks, from big to small, that are
available for to reserve for the day of a move. By filling out a quick, simple, form customers will receive a list
of quotes from moving companies that offer truck rental service. They can then pick the best deal and schedule
the truck to be reserved for the exact day of the move!
http://www.MoveNetwork.com is committed to the continual improvement of their website. They a one stop
shop for everything and anything that has to do with moving. They can help customers find a moving truck,
moving supplies, and so much more! Go to MoveNetwork.com today to find out how they can help make any
move a bit easier!
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Contact Information
Roy Alvarez
Move Network
http://movenetwork.com/
+1 5614447195

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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